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Sort By Price (Lowest)Price (Highest)PopularNewestBrand A-ZName A-Z Price (Lowest)Price (Highest)PopularNewestBrand A-ZName A-Z Data engineers are vital members of any enterprise data analytics team, responsible for managing, optimizing, overseeing, and monitoring data retrieval, storage, and distribution throughout the organization. In
economic downturns, cost-cutting is essential. But so too is making the right IT investments, as IT can better position their organizations to weather lean times and come out ahead for the long run. Just as employees are upskilling in the latest tech, so too should CIOs, whose ongoing digital skills acquisition can greatly impact their organizations and
their careers. Auckland International Airport Chief Technology and Marketing Officer Jonathan Good on what he learned from starting his own business, dealing with turbulent times in the travel industry, and the importance of making transformation intentional to unlock human capability. Respondents to a HashiCorp-Forrester report said they were
overspending in the cloud due to a combination of factors such as underused and overprovisioned resources, and lack of skills. Data visualization is the presentation of data in a graphical format to make it easier for decision makers to see and understand trends, outliers, and patterns in data. Change management is a vital skill for IT, project
management, and development. Here are the top certifications to help hone and demonstrate your change management skills. In the data economy, corporations need CIOs who can get out of delivery and into redesigning their businesses for the future. Google Cloud, AWS and Azure collectively account for 63% of global cloud infrastructure
expenditure, according to a new report from Canalys. North America will account for the largest revenue share at 48.5%, followed by Western Europe and Japan at 19% and 10%, respectively, according to Gartner. With CEOs anticipating recession, IT leaders need to take proactive steps by reassessing contracts, tech portfolios, projects lists, and job
postings before CFOs come for their budgets. All CIOs have been in a meeting where they challenged someone’s thinking and received an emotional response. I call these blow-up meetings, and how you handle them can create a pivotal moment in your transformation or change management program. Approximately 66% of respondents say that the
biggest hurdle to complete SAP S/4HANA migration is aligning business, project, and IT teams. The Indian hospital system’s Secure Federated Learning Platform promises to democratise access to health data, paving the way for the development of AI-enabled healthcare technology. From political and social issues to the four-day workweek, forces
beyond the pandemic are reshaping the IT work landscape. Restaurant Brands Chief Information Officer Kenny Thein on evolving to meet customers’ ever changing needs, thinking like a start-up but operating as an enterprise, and the importance of sparking STEM curiosity in the younger generation. CIOs can be trend masters or trend victims. Those
that fare best know how to navigate the sea of tech trend chatter to keep their organizations on top of the latest disruptions and opportunities. Sarah Betadam, CIO at Novanta, joins host Maryfran Johnson for this CIO Leadership Live interview, jointly produced by CIO.com and the CIO Executive Council. They discuss CIO-CEO relationships,
business/IT partnerships, servant leadership, agile mindsets vs. methodologies and more. The ongoing data scientist shortage sees enterprises reconfiguring data teams, upskilling promising employees, and partnering to improve talent pipelines. ‘Everything as a service’ doesn’t include every service IT provides, not to mention everything outside IT
that can be characterized as a service. And what it leaves out is arguably more important than what it includes. The store will not work correctly in the case when cookies are disabled. Free delivery over $100 and free 30 day returns You have item(s) in your bag - would you like to view your bag now, checkout or continue shopping? If you have an
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